
Subject: Need help with major bug
Posted by Beef Bowl on Sun, 07 Jun 2020 18:15:40 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

It seems to be unrelated to my save, though restarting and reloading the save keeps the bug
anyway. After opening the level 2 magic chest, my character is invisible, except weapons. I'd
imagine that this could fix at level 3 magic, however that's a big chunk of the game to be broken. 

I use a torrented repack version (I do own the game but it's broken as hecc) and that could be the
cause. Is there some way to fix this through altering files or?

Edit: Got further now, (without upgrading magic) and it seems upgrading to level 3 also causes
this. For some reason, level 1 did not. Also opening melee and ranged upgrades doesn't have the
same effect, and it occurs at the exact moment the flash covers my character, and as it fades,
he's invisible. If I remember correctly I believe that the gauntlet model or texture changes in that
moment.

Subject: Re: Need help with major bug
Posted by squark on Mon, 08 Jun 2020 01:59:01 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Beef Bowl wrote on Sun, 07 June 2020 19:15It seems to be unrelated to my save, though
restarting and reloading the save keeps the bug anyway. After opening the level 2 magic chest,
my character is invisible, except weapons. I'd imagine that this could fix at level 3 magic, however
that's a big chunk of the game to be broken. 

I use a torrented repack version (I do own the game but it's broken as hecc) and that could be the
cause. Is there some way to fix this through altering files or?

Edit: Got further now, (without upgrading magic) and it seems upgrading to level 3 also causes
this. For some reason, level 1 did not. Also opening melee and ranged upgrades doesn't have the
same effect, and it occurs at the exact moment the flash covers my character, and as it fades,
he's invisible. If I remember correctly I believe that the gauntlet model or texture changes in that
moment.
I can't say for sure what worked for me will work for you.
I got this as well when I was using Keshire's Blacksmithing mod. It really shouldn't have been
interfering but it seems to have been.
I removed it and started over. Played up until opening the level 2 Magic chest and made a backup
of my saves.
Opening it up and fearing the worst... Nothing out-of-the-ordinary happened. Now, to repeat the
process with the level 3 Magic chest.

Still okay. I chalked it down to a save bork. Check what mods you're running. Get to that point
again, make a backup and start changing your mod setup. There's got to be something not quite
right in there.
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Subject: Re: Need help with major bug
Posted by Beef Bowl on Mon, 08 Jun 2020 09:05:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I am in fact running that mod. And, clearly you are an absolute legend. Because that was the
problem. I deleted the DLC folder, opened the chest, perfectly fine. My guess is an issue in a
certain file I'll mention on the post there.
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